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Summary 

Transaction variant is a very efficient method to create some tailored version of standard 
SAP transaction without any actual modification. This article explains in a stepwise 
manner how to do that. The transaction chosen is CO01 - Create Production order. 
 

Introduction 
Transaction variants are created to personalize any standard SAP transaction. A 
transaction variant simplifies the usage of a transaction by tailoring some of the features 
as per the business need. It can be used to hide fields, menu functions, screens, to supply 
individual fields with default values or to change the ready for input status of one or more 
fields.  
This document describes the step by step process to create a transaction variant for 
standard SAP transaction CO01 - create production order. The transaction variant should 
have the following restriction: 

• Order type is not visible in the initial screen. 
• Menu path Order -> Create from Planned Order is deactivated 

There are two steps, first create the transaction variant and then attach the transaction 
variant to a transaction. 

Creation of Transaction Variant 
Transaction variant can be created by through transaction code SHD0. The steps to create 
a transaction variant as follows: 



1. Go to transaction SHD0. In the 
initial screen enter the transaction 
code (in this case CO01) for which 
we are going to create the 
transaction variant. Enter the name 
of the transaction variant (say 
YCO01) in the "Transaction 
Variant" field and then click the 
"Create" button.     

  



2. In the next screen transaction CO01 will be 
opened in recording mode. As we are going to 
hide the field "Order type", enter some default 
value (say PP01) in that field. For others we may 
or may not enter values. Click "Enter". A pop-up 
screen will appear.   

 
 



3. In the "Confirm Screen Entries" pop-up screen we can customize the fields. Enter the 
screen variant name (say YCO01_0100) and short text (Test screen variant) here.  Also 

for the field "Order type" check the Invisible checkbox to hide this field from the screen.    



 

 
4. To deactivate some of the menu function click the button "Menu functions".  A pop-up 
screen will appear. In the pop-up select the menu item "Order-> Create from planned 
order" and click the deactivate button.    
 



5. The menu item will 
be deactivated (it will 
be highlighted in 
yellow). Click "Enter" 
to come back to the 
original screen entries 
pop-up.  

 
 



6. Click "Exit and Save" button to save the Transaction variant. System will pop-up for a 
transport request. We can save it as a local transport or save it in some transport request.    
 

7. We can test the transaction variant by clicking the "Test" button in the initial screen.   
 



 
 

Assigning Transaction Variant to Transaction Code 



After creating the transaction variant 
we need to assign it to a transaction. 
The transaction can be used by the user 
to get the required tailored version of 
the original transaction. The steps are 
as follows:  
1. Go to transaction SE93. Enter the 
name of the transaction code (say 
YCO01_TCODE ) to be created and 
click the button "Create".   

 
2. In the next pop-up screen enter the short text, select the radio button variant transaction 
and click enter.   
 
 
3. In the next screen enter the transaction (CO01) and transaction variant (YCO01) 
created in the previous step. Click the "save" button to save the variant transaction.   
 

 



The variant transaction 
(YCO01_TCODE) is now ready 
and it can be used to get the 
tailored version of the original 
production order creation 

(CO01) transaction code.            

Result: 

Initial Screen: Field "Order type" is not visible    

 

 
  

Menu: Menu item "Create from planned order" is disabled  
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